Here’s what our parasailers
are saying:

“Parasailing with Neherika and
Stephane was super fun and
exciting! They made us feel
super safe and comfortable and
we got some amazing pictures!

“One of the most memorable
experiences we have had during
our trip and even our life! “

“Beyond pleased with this
breathtaking adventure! Thanks
to Stef & Nehe for making our
irst time parasailing perfect!!! “

Sights to
Observe on Your Flight:

We are glad to welcome you in our nautical base
located at the heart of the Intercontinental Resort & Spa hotel, and in the most beautiful area
of Moorea island, opposite to the islets (motu).
We will have you discover a unique activity on
the island, the nautical parasailing sport !
Holders of a State Diploma in nautical parasailing and towed devices sport activities, we are two
Polynesian persons originating from the marvelous island of Moorea…We will help you discover
our paradise from a totally different angle.



The diversity of mountainous terrains and the particular geography of Moorea island is stretching out in front of you.



Below your feet, the contrasting
blue colors of the lagoon and the
ocean.



Glimpses of the variety of the sea
wild life (rays, fish species,
sharks, dolphins and with some
chance during the relevant season, whales).



Tropical island vegetation and
flora.



Birds of all colors and varieties
over the water and land.

The turquoise blue lagoon is renowned for its rich
animal and vegetal wild life.
So sit back, take off and let your eyes fill with
mother nature’s show. Sitting at a height of 150
m, you will be able to see the many splendors of
French Polynesia.

Come Book with Us Today
Call +689 87 31 22 92
E-mail:
contact@mooreaparasailing.com

Neherika and Stephane
Native Polynesians from Moorea
State Graduates
(Parasailing and Towed Equipment)
Safety First Trained

Island Vista Package:
30 minute sail
One hour boat tour of Island
Moorea Parasailing Tee Shirt
Tropical Beverage
$130 per person
Blue Skies Above Package:
30 minute sail
Moorea Parasailing Tee Shirt
$85 per person

Where the Sea Meets the Sky
Come and fill yourself with pure excitement in total safety on the most
beautiful parasailing boat in French
Polynesia.

Single and Tandem Flights
Custom Flights Available with
Prior Arrangements
Flights Dependent on Wind Conditions

Intercontinental
Haapiti, French Polynesia
Call +689 87 31 22 92
E-mail: contact@mooreaparasailing.com

